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kids and family…pricing sheet… 
(including the 4-legged kind!) 

 
Session Fee (if not doing a package)   $200  
2+ hour(s) (really however long it takes!), a couple locations, unlimited outfits and as many people as you 
want!  …includes retouching.  Online Proof Gallery and Facebook Album (if applicable). Client will be 
shown 25-40 edited images. Each session is unique and we most often provide props or a set.  Each 
session is customized to a theme that you want and colors schemes are predetermined based on your 
interior and tastes. 
 

packages… (these include the session fee) 
The Simple $895 ($1315 value) 
5x7 leather album with 10 images 
10 digital images (same images as in album) 
1 16x20 canvas or standout or 20x20 collage 
The Compromise $1550 ($2215 value) 
8x8 custom premier album or Image portfolio box of all images (5x7)  
All Edited digital images on CD unlimited printing up to 8x10 
1 20x20 story collage 
THE INVESTMENT! $2250 ($3600 value) 
10x10 custom premier album or  image portfolio box with all favorite images 
ALL edited digital files on CD for unlimited printing (including web size and full sized images) 
3 16x20 or similar canvas gallery prints 
1 20x20 story collage 
 
a la carte prints:     
8 wallets $24/26*  
4x6 $32/34 
5X7 $45/47 
8x10 $65/75  
11X14 $115/125  
16X20 $180/200  
20x24 $265/290  
20x30 $395 
30X40 $550  
 
10x20 photo story $190 
20x 20 collage $365      
 
* metallic paper charge. 
 
artist canvas or gallery mount print (ready to hang to framing): 
 
11x14 $175 
10X20 $250 
16X20 $370 
20x24 $465 
20x30 $535 
24x36 $725 
30x40 $880 
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cool add ons: 
 
custom announcement, invitation cards or note card.   
Pick one of our templates and customize your message.  We can also create custom Christmas cards 
designed by you. 
5 x 5 flat $69 
5 x 7 flat $69 
5 x 5 folded $89 
5 x 7 folded $89 
 
custom printed coffee table book Softcover coffee table book $399 Hardcover $800 
custom premier album    5x8 $750 10x10  $999  
want to show off all your photos in a classy way.  Our coffee table book holding  20-40 of your favorite 
session shots and is a great piece to have lying on your table. We custom design these books for each 
customer, making each coffee table book unique.  *note…production time on these is 3-5 weeks. 
 

Portfolio Image Box:    $750 
A custom 5x7 image box with all your favorite images from the session. Box has your favorite image printed on the 
outside along with a custom design.  This is truly a one of a kind. 
 
Leather parent albums  
leather album/ book that holds 10-24 images.   
4x6 (10-20 images) Colors:  Red, Saddle, Blue, Pink, Espresso, Black $195/10  $250/20 
5x7 (10-20 images) Colors:  Red, Saddle, Blue, Pink, Espresso, Black $295/10  $425/20 
 
digital files $125-900 
photo files are $125 per image, or $900 for all the images from the entire session. These are provided on 
CD or DVD and include a copyright release.  
 


